The HPE-Microsoft alliance—
Drive success in the digital age
Digitization changes the game. Technology, apps, and data are driving
tremendous change. Are you ready?
Discover your digital advantage
The HPE-Microsoft alliance enables the most efficient
and effective pathway to:
• Bridge multicloud environments
• Speed data access and insight
• Power technology from the edge to the cloud

“Value comes from seeing what customers need and delivering it. Digital disruptors will do
all of this at lower cost, with faster development times, and with greater impact on the
customer experience than anything that came before.”
—James McQuivey, Digital Disruption: Unleashing the Next Wave of Innovation

“Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Microsoft are working together to drive
customer success around today’s most pressing issues—Hybrid IT, analytics,
and more intelligent connections at the edge.”
—Antonio Neri, CEO, Hewlett Packard Enterprise

HPE-Microsoft alliance

Three joint initiatives to support your objectives

Hybrid IT and Cloud
Infrastructure

Hybrid IT for
Microsoft® Azure®

Best-in-class Hybrid IT solutions
for seamless public cloud and
on-premises deployment

Data
Platform

Intelligent
Edge

Microsoft SQL
Server® and analytics
Scalable solutions for
data-intensive workloads
and big data analytics

IoT with Azure,
productivity with
Office 365®/Microsoft 365

Industry-leading solutions for the
mobile-first digital workplace

“Microsoft and Hewlett Packard Enterprise are betting on
each other so our customers don’t have to gamble on IT.”
—Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft Corporation

Accelerate your digital journey
Optimize your solution and speed time to value with HPE Pointnext
expertise and our global ecosystem of partners.

The industry’s most
comprehensive partnership

Comprehensive
portfolio
of innovative products
and solutions

Full suite of
HPE Pointnext services
aligned with Microsoft®
technologies

Joint engineering
of hardware and software
optimized for Microsoft
technologies and hybrid
infrastructures

Pre-tested,
pre-integrated
solutions that are ready
for businesses

Global reach spanning
135 countries

Large number of tested
Reference Architectures
for HPE Microsoft
Solutions

30+ years
of the alliance

Get started today
hpe.com/partners/microsoft
Download the brochure or contact
your HPE account representative today.
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